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SERVICE MANUAL 2666- G 

DN-22 RELAYS WITH HIGH VOLTAGE CONTACTS. 

For other information see Service Spec. SU-2666. 

The DN-22 relays of this specification have high voltage contacts which 

should be adjusted in accordance with Service Specification SU-2666, for standard 

DN-22 relays, except for items specifically covered herein. Due to the weight of 

the carbon buttons, all checks of contact adjustment should be made with the relay 

in the normal upright position. 

Front contact carbons shall be checked for alignment after they are 

adjusted. With the relay energized the line of contact of the front carbon with 

the carbon button on the spring shall be not more than I /32 inch from the center of 

the carbon button. On either side, the carbon button shall not extend over the 

front carbon with the end play taken up in either direction. 

The high voltage back contacts should be adjusted to all make together 

and to have at least 0. 125 inch opening when the front contacts are closed. This 

can be accomplished, if desired, by adjusting the back contacts with a spacer at 

the stop pin 0. 082 inch thicker than that used for adjusting the front contacts. 

Thus, if a 0. 033 inch spacer has been used for adjusting the front contacts, a 

O. ll5 inch spacer should be used for the back contacts. The adjustment should 

be made by bending the back contact members so that they are in line with the 
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carbon tips, and light is barely perceptible between the contact surfaces. 

The carbon tips of the contact springs should be approximately centered 

sideways on the back contacts. With the armature end play entirely taken up 

in either direction, the tips of the springs should not overhang the edge of the 

back contact tips by more than 0. 020 inch. 

With the relay in its upright position and the armature weight effective 

for full compression of back contacts, inspection should be made to insure that 

contact is made across at least one-third of the full width of the contact spring 

tip. The line of contact and the carbon button on the spring should be at least 

1/16 inch from the edge of either carbon button. There should be at least 

0. 125 inch opening between each front contact tip and the corresponding spring 

tip. 

The armature back-stop screw should be temporarily positioned so that 

the back contacts just open. The screw should then be backed off two turns, 

then securely locked with the lock nut and washer. 

TABLE #1 
CALIBRATION VALUES FOR DN-22 TWO POINT ORDINARY 

ACTING RELAY (SMALL BACKSTRAP) HIGH VOLTAGE 
CONTACTS: AIR GAP 0. 019" 

Resis. Per Max. Pick- Up and Min. Drop-Away With 
Pair Coils Working (Full Stroke) Contact Pressure 

Ohms Amps. Volts Amps. Volts 

0.5 .309 0.105 .103 0.052 
4 .110 0.44 .037 0.148 
8QA .105 0.84 .035 0.28 

100 .0239 2.39 .008 0.80 
150 . 0193 2.89 .0065 0.97 
250 . 0157 3.92 .0052 I. 31 
360 . 0131 4. 72 .0044 I. 58 

< 

500 .0105 5.25 .0035 I. 76 
670 .0096 6.40 .0032 2.14 

1000 .0079 7.90 .0026 2.64 
1500 .0066 9.85 . 0022 3.30 
2000 .0058 11. 70 .0019 3.90 
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TABLE #2 

Calibration Values for DN-22A Two Point Ordinary Acting Relay 
(Large Back Strap) High Voltage Contacts Air Gap 0.019 

Resis. Per Max. Pick-Up and Min. Drop Away With 
Pair Coils Working (Full Stroke) Contact Pressure 

Ohms Amps Volts Amps Volts 

16 0.049 O. 79 0.014 0.22 
500 0.0090 4.50 0.0025 1.25 

1000 0.0068 6.80 0.0019 1.88 

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 

All vital relays must be inspected and tested at least every 
two (2) years. The tests and inspections are to include: 
pick-up current, drop-away current, timing of slow operating 
and timing relays, visual inspection of contacts for damage or 
misalignment, corrosion, or other contamination of parts, loose 
parts inside of cover, broken seal, and cracked or broken cover. 

All vital relays installed in locomotive or car-carried 
equipment are to be inspected and tested at least every two (2) 
years as above. In addition, every four (4) years the relays 
are to be removed from service and adjusted, repaired and 
tested. 

Relays not passing the above stated tests and inspections must 
be replaced and not returned to service until the operating 
characteristics and conditions are in accordance with US&S 
specifications. 
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